The Wednesday's suicide bombing shook Kabul city and affected the minds of all. Although Kabul is considered the safest city of the country, acts of terror and horror and suicide bombings are somber matters of concern. It appears that the Taliban, alongside other armed groups, are not going to end their inhumane activities. In this regard, the Taliban is using the following nature.

The location of the bombing was critical. To one's unmitigated surprise, it occurred where there has been considerably tight security. It happened in the heart of the city, close to the major diplomatic centers. Additionally, the Place of Foreign Ministers and Palaces of Afghan Ministers, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Local Organs and the embassy of the European Union, England, Japan, Germany, and other countries.

The third critical issue is the time of the explosion. The incident happened on the Holy Month of Ramadan in which war and violence are forbidden. In short, the explosion happened in a sacred month by those who claim to fight for religion and peace.

The fourth important aspect is the complexity of the action. Carrying out an attack by a suicide bomber in a downtown is a meticulous action which has been hidden from the security officials. It boasts of the fact that the actors of terror become more complicated with each passing day.

In the other hand, the explosion was by a woman terrorist with strong intelligence behind the scene who orchestrated such attacks. The security forces and the government should not underestimate such issues.

The fifth important aspect is regarding the crisis and taking the wounded to hospital showed the high capacities of the forces, though.

Many Afghan analysts have said and written regarding terror acts and suicide bombings. It is said that those who resorted to this method are under the control of the country, and are using it as an addictive ideology. Another reason is that the Gilgit-Baltistan region is under the control of the security forces. The Gilgit administration is under the control of the terrorists. It is extremely difficult to stop them using this method.

The sixth important aspect is that an explosion is made for this act through the use of女方 breeding in heart and head. By action not empty talks. For instance, warring factions and perpetrators and others.

Terror activities and the like have been a painful time. Friday's protests reflect the frustration of many Afghans.

The incident further sparked the emotions of the people who were able to realize that the country is rife with such incidents. It happened in the heart of the Kabul city and it is used to spreading rumors regarding harmony and unity, but that is very difficult to see among the angry protesters. It is really vital that the people of the country come together and help the security forces to deal with such incidents.

The fourth important aspect is the complexity of the action. Carrying out an attack by a suicide bomber in a downtown is a meticulous action which has been hidden from the security officials. It boasts of the fact that the actors of terror become more complicated with each passing day. In the other hand, the explosion was by a woman terrorist with strong intelligence behind the scene who orchestrated such attacks. The security forces and the government should not underestimate such issues.

The fifth important aspect is regarding the crisis and taking the wounded to hospital showed the high capacities of the forces, though.

Many Afghan analysts have said and written regarding terror acts and suicide bombings. It is said that those who resorted to this method are under the control of the country, and are using it as an addictive ideology. Another reason is that the Gilgit-Baltistan region is under the control of the security forces. The Gilgit administration is under the control of the terrorists. It is extremely difficult to stop them using this method.

The sixth important aspect is that an explosion is made for this act through the use of女方 breeding in heart and head. By action not empty talks. For instance, warring factions and perpetrators and others. It is very vital for Afghan people and authorities not to get distracted as the enemies of Afghanistan are using the country. The security forces and the government should act with all their capacities. One can say that the attacks behind the scene are the result of a story of a terrorist. Suicide bombers deal with an outbreak of grief. The heart of the terrorist is filled with the desire to injure the country, and the killing of people is just a means to achieve the desired public consciousness.

The last problem is the crisis story as a result of the terrorist. The precursor of the terrorist's act is with an outbreak of grief. The heart of the terrorist is filled with the desire to injure the country, and the killing of people is just a means to achieve the desired public consciousness. The precursor of the terrorist's act is with an outbreak of grief. The heart of the terrorist is filled with the desire to injure the country, and the killing of people is just a means to achieve the desired public consciousness.
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